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Gene Therapy



１９９０     1st Gene Therapy in the World
 
１９９５   1st Gene Therapy in Japan.
２０００   1st Successful Treatment
２００２   1st Gene Therapy medicine recognized(China)
２００６   Recognition of the in China, The Philippines
 
２０１１   Recognition  in Russia
 
２０１２   Recognition in EU
２０１５   Recognition in the USA.
２０１６   Recognition of 2 medicines in EU
２０１７   Recognition of 2 CAR-T and 1 Gene medicines.

Chronology of Gene Therapy



Gene Therapy

In-Vivo Gene Therapy
The direct delivery of genes into the body.

Ex-Vivo Gene Therapy

Various Vectors

Viral vector

Plasmid vector

Oncolytic virus
Herpes virus

Plasmid DNA Lipo-infection

Retrovirus
Lentivirus Adenovirus AAV

Direct injection

in tumors, 
muscles,
brain, 
liver, 
eyes,
skin, 
and other tissues. 

Remove and isolate target cells

Reintroduce

Transgenic cells

(autologous or allogeneic)
Hematopoietic stem cells 
T cells 

Transduce by viral vector

Culture

Culture

Transgenic cells cultured outside the body and 
reintroduced. 



Others 	

Cancer 
65%

Monogenic
diseases 

11%

Cardiovascular 
diseases

7%

Ocular
diseases

1%
Others

7%Neurological 
diseases

2%

Infectious 
diseases

7%

Gene Therapy Clinical Trials



Congenital Factors	

Familiar Risk	
（Cancer Family）	

	
Colon Cancer	
Breast Cancer	
Uterus Cancer	

Prostate Cancer	

Only about 5% of Total Cancers	

http://images.forwallpaper.com/

Mutations in
BRCA1 46-71%
BRCA2 17-23%

Cancer & Genes



Damages to DNA due to 	
Carcinogenic Substances 	
and External Factors	《Initiation》	

　	

Damages to Cancer 	
Suppressor Genes	

	

Acquired Factors	

《Promotion》	
　	

Proliferation and Acceleration 	
of Gene Mutations	

Due to Carcinogenic Substances 	
and Adverse Life-Style	

《Progression》	
　	

Proliferation and Metastasis 	
of Tumor from Accumulation	

 of Mutated Genes.	

Tumor	

Cancer & Genes



Genetic alterations 

Normal	
epithelia	

Dysplastic	
Epithelia	

Adenoma	 Carcinoma	 Metastatic	
Cancer	

Model of colon cancer	

APC	 K-ras	 p53	
SMAD4	
PTEN	

<adenoma-carcinoma 
sequence>	



Changes in the number of cancer patients

 The number of patients is increasing in almost all cancer types. Along with the aging society, 
 it will continue to increase for some time.

In 2020, the number of patients in Japan exceeds 1 million,
and the total medical cost is 6,600 billion yen.



10-year strategy for cancer

Multidisciplinary treatment of cancer

Breast cancer, 
Gastric cancer, 
Colon cancer, 
Esophageal cancer

Early gastric cancer, colon cancer Breast cancer

 Esophageal
 cancer

Childhood leukemia, Lymphoma
Esophageal cancer

Early head and neck 
cancer

Surgical resection (Operation)

Radiation therapy 

Drug therapy
(Chemotherapy, Gene therapy)

Neoadjuvant chemotherapy
Adjuvant chemotherapy

Preoperative 
chemo-
radiotherapy

Postoperative auxiliary 
irradiation

Chemoradiotherapy



Cancer gene therapy
Compared the effects of docetaxel chemotherapy alone(21 patients :DOC group) 
with those of Adp53 gene therapy combined with docetaxel(19 patients :DOCp53 
group) in patients with advanced NSCLC, who were diagnosed to have a life 
expectancy of at least 12 weeks.

 < DOCp53 group >
 2 cases of partially responded and 8 cases of 
stabilized disease were.
※ Two patients with partial responses in the DOCp53 group had 
diffused lung metastasis, one with bronchio-alveolar carcinoma 
and another with adenocarcinoma.
 
< DOC group >
 No cases partially responded and 13 cases of 
stabilized diseases were observed.

Docetaxel plus trans-tracheal injection of 
adenoviral-mediated p53 versus docetaxel alone 
in patients with previously treated non-small-cell 
lung cancer（2011：Nature）



Gene therapy combination effect
● Cells in which the "tumor suppressor gene" is functioning…

● When cancer progresses and "tumor suppressor gene" stops functioning…

Notice the 
danger signal

Not notice the 
danger signal

Danger signal；Anticancer drug/Radiation/Others

Urge cancer cells
to apoptosis

Danger signal；Anticancer drug/Radiation/Others
Cancer cells 
disappear

Effective

Anticancer 
drug

Radiation

Others

Normal 
treatment 
only

Anticancer drug/Radiation
are less effective

Cancer cells repeat 
proliferation

No effect

Anticancer 
drug

Radiation

Others

Combined 
with gene 
therapy

Administration 
of gene Danger signal；Anticancer drug/Radiation/Others

Notice the 
danger 
signal

Urge cancer cells
to apoptosis

Cancer cells 
disappear

Effective

Anticancer 
drug

Radiation

Others



Benefits of gene therapy

Easy on the body

 Because it administers genes which are originally in the body, there are few side 
effects. It does not attack cells themselves like anti-cancer drugs.

Can get even those who can not do conventional treatment

　Because it acts as the basis of cancer mechanism, can approach completely 
different from standard treatment.

Outpatient treatment

　Basically, because it is administered by drip infusion, can be treated while sending a 
normal life.

Improve the effect by combining with other treatments

　	



5-year survival rate 
of end-stage cancer

End-stage cancer
Gene therapy + Anticancer drug / 
radiation combined response rate

Death	
88.76%	

Survival	
11.24%	

CR	
15%	

PR	
46%	

SD	
15%	

PD	
23%	

Experience example of gene therapy

For colon, gastric, lung, pancreas and breast cancer



Prevention of Cancer & Its Recurrence 
           using Gene Therapy



Cancer prevention by liposome / gene

After gene administration

リスク低下	

リスク低下	

Risk evaluation of Gastrointestinal cancer
 (presence / absence judgment)
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Evaluation of variable 
blood RNA number

Evaluation of variable 
blood RNA number

Negative example           Positive example Negative example           Positive example

Test sample
Test sample

Risk evaluation of Gastrointestinal cancer
 (presence / absence judgment) HighLow

Risk reduction

Risk reduction



Clinical Cases



Treatment process up to consultation
Breast-preserving surgery at university hospital. ※ After that, anti-cancer drug treatment was not done.
↓
Ten years later, the tumor markers "CEA" and "CA 15-3" were elevated, and it was discovered that 
tumor lesions occurred frequently in the liver by precise examination. Diagnosis is liver metastasis.
↓
Anti-cancer drugs "Xeloda tablets" "Halaven" were used, but it was discontinued because there was no 
effect and side effects were strong.

Gene therapy: treatment course

↓
Gene therapy①    3 times a week × 8 weeks. Drip infusion.

Consultation 2 months after discontinuation of anticancer drug.
Since anticancer drug therapy was not successful, started treatment with a combination of 
gene therapy and radiation.

↓
Radiation therapy  10 times. ※Gene therapy is discontinued during radiation therapy.
↓
Gene therapy②    3 times a week × 4 weeks. Drip infusion.

After breast-conserving surgery of breast cancer,  
liver metastasis (female, 79 years old)Case①



Therapeutic effect

3.5 months after starting gene 
therapy.

l  Multiple masses seen in the liver 
by PET-CT are unchanged or 
reduced.

l  At the FDG integration level, the 
masses have declined or declined 
to normal levels.

Before

After

Before After

After breast-conserving surgery of breast cancer,  
liver metastasis (female, 79 years old)

① Left lobe lateral lesion

② S4/8 lesion diameter

③ S6 lesion

④ S1 lesion

φ6.5cm
SUVmax=6.77

Φ2.2cm
SUVmax=6.31

φ4.5cm
SUVmax=7.43

Φ1.0cm
SUVmax=3.87

φ4.5cm
SUVmax=3.69

φ1.5cm
SUVmax=2.77

Φ3.0cm
SUVmax=3.44

Φ1.0cm
SUVmax=2.80

Case①



Treatment process up to consultation
Colon cancer is suspected by colonoscopy, CT, etc. as a result of consultation due to physical 
deconditioning.
↓
Laparoscopic colon malignant resection was performed. Peritoneal dissemination, pancreatic invasion 
was observed, difficult to resect. stay in the ileostomy.
↓
Anticancer drug (FOLFIRI / every other week) started.
Add cetuximab (Erbitux / Weekly).
If the tumor reduces with anticancer drugs, surgery will be reviewed again.

↓
Gene therapy    1~2 times a week × 12 weeks. Drip infusion.

In order to more surely reduce the tumor, performed combination therapy of current anticancer 
drug therapy and gene therapy.

↓
Due to reduction of the primary tumor and metastatic lesion by CT and reduction of 
the tumor marker within the normal range by blood test, curative surgery was 
performed.
⇒ In pathological diagnosis, about 1/3 of the extirpation cancer cells was dead.

Colon (ascending colon) cancer peritoneal dissemination, 
pancreatic invasion (male, 27 years old)

Gene therapy: treatment course

Case②



Therapeutic effect

2.5 months after starting gene therapy.

l  Tumor markers declined from the start of 
gene therapy, within the normal range.

l  Abdominal and Pelvic CT.                          
The primary tumor and peritoneal 
dissemination reduce and partial 
response.

Before CT

After CT

Colon (ascending colon) cancer peritoneal dissemination, 
pancreatic invasion (male, 27 years old)

Gene therapy	FOLFIRI	

Case②



Treatment process up to consultation

She consults with university hospital due to reproductive bleeding. 
⇒ Observe a circumferential tumor in the vaginal wall. Metastasis to right closed lymph node, para-  
aortic lymph node, lung and sacrum is also recognized by PET - CT.
↓
Total hysterectomy, bilateral adnexectomies performed.
⇒ Diagnosed as adenocarcinoma by pathological examination. Ascites cytology is Class III.

Half a year after operation.
Begin treatment with a combination of gene therapy and TC therapy (75% weight 
loss), which is the standard treatment for endometrial cancer. 
"Denosumab" “Zoledronic Acid" administration and radiation therapy were performed 
for bone metastasis.
↓
Gene therapy    4 courses. Drip infusion.

Gene therapy: treatment course

(Urethral invasion, right closed / para-aortic lymph node metastasis, lung metastasis, sacral metastasis)
Endometrial carcinoma (female, 52 years old)Case③



Therapeutic effect
Eight months after starting gene 
therapy.

l  Tumor marker "CEA" gradually 
decreased, normalized after 4 
courses of treatment.

l  Para-aortic lymph node, right 
closed lymph node shrinks sharply.

l  The primary tumor shrinkage was 
observed, and the lung metastatic 
lesion almost disappeared.

(Urethral invasion, right closed / para-aortic lymph node metastasis, lung metastasis, sacral metastasis)

Before After

Before After

Before After

Tumor marker "CEA"

Endometrial carcinoma (female, 52 years old)

Para-aortic lymph node

Primary lesion

Multiple lung metastasis

Case③



Treatment process up to consultation
She got consultation with a nearby doctor because of retching and nausea on an empty stomach.
⇒Prescription of stomach medicine by endoscopy.
↓
The condition was not improved, visited another doctor.
⇒ Diagnosis of advanced gastric cancer as a result of endoscopy.
↓
After that, the prefectural cancer center diagnosed with cirrhosis of stomach cancer stage 4b.
Curative surgery is impossible, peritoneal dissemination and lymph node metastasis are detected and 
palliative care is recommended.

↓
Gene therapy  Local injection by endoscope, and drip infusion.

Consultation 2 months after diagnosis of stomach cancer stage 4b.
Treatment began with the initial goal of recovery until curative gastric cancer surgery 
can be done.

↓
Standard anticancer drug is used in combination (50% weight loss).
To improve peritoneal dissemination, intraperitoneal administration of paclitaxel by 
the abdominal port was used in combination.

Gene therapy: treatment course

Scirrhous stomach cancer (female, 69 years old)Case④



Therapeutic effect

Three months after starting gene 
therapy.

Peritoneal dissemination, lymph 
node metastasis improved and 
disappeared. Recovery until 
curative gastric cancer surgery is 
possible.

⇒ Even when the condition gets 
extremely worse in this way, by 
combining with a low amount of 
anticancer agent, side effects are 
less and it is possible to produce a 
higher effect.

Before After

Cirrhsis stomach cancer (female, 69 years old)

Endoscopy

Barium test

Lesser curvature lymphadenopathy Return to normal size

Case④
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